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METRO
MEETING: REGIONAL SOLID WASTE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

DATE:

TIME:
PLACE:

VVednesday, August 6, 1997

10:00 a.m. to I :30 p.m.
Metro Regional Center, 600 NE Grand Avenue, Portland
Conference Room 370

IS min. 1. Updates and Introductions
• Other Updates and Introductions

Morissette/VVarner

5 min.

I hr.
30 min.

5 min.

2. Approval of Minutes *
Action Requested: Approve the Minutes of July 16, 1997

3. Continuation of Further Clarification of Reload Facilities,
Material Reco~eryFacilities and Transfer Stations **
VVork Session - No Action Requested

4. Other BusinesslCitizen Communications

Adjourn

Morissette

VVa.'11er

Morissette

• Material is included in this packet for this agenda item.
•• Staff reports will be courieredlfaxed to SVVAC members and alternates on Friday, 8/1197.
Others will receive materials through regular mail. Materials will also be available at the SVVAC
meeting.

All timcslisted on this agenda are approximate. Items may not be considered in the exact order listed.
Chair: Councilor Don Morissette (797-1887) Staff: Doug Anderson (797.1788)
Commiuee Clerk: Connie Kinney (797-1643)
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Chair Morissette brought the meeting to order.

Updates
Mr. Warner stated that the Council at their regular meeting voted 5-2 to uphold the Executive
Officer's denial of the appeal by Waste Management regarding the notice of intent to award the
operations contract to BFI for both transfer stations for the next five years. Councilor Naito
wanted changes to the Findings which are necessary to the contract between BFI and Metro so
the Presiding Officer with no objection from Council delayed tbe operations contract
consideration until the Council agenda of July 17, 1997 at 2:30 p.m. The First reading of the
ordinance to the RSWMP for the Year 8 Plan will also be heard at that time. Renewal of the
franchise for TPST soil recyclers will be beard at tbe July 17, 1997 meeting.

Mr. Warner told of the departure oftwo long-time, valued employees from Metro: Marie Nelson
and Andy Sloop.

Reload Facilities and Flow Control Issues
Mr. Warner said that at the last meeting staff tried to answer questions with regard to the Oregon
Waste Systems contract, the transportation contract with Jack Gray Transport and Metro's
designated facilities and non-system licenses, so that everyone has a common understanding of
the language and limitations. He said that the intent today is to answer some of the still
outstanding questions from the June meeting as well as to look at bottom lines in terms of
management and system objectives. He also stressed that the "bottom lines" relate to costs and
benefits to the system, not just the impact on Metro revenues. He will ask Mr. Watkins to
present some impacts to the tip fee if we have direct-haul to the landfill rather than through our
transportation contract.

Chair Morissette gave the committee members a few minutes to read the documentation
distributed to them, including the minutes. After the break, Ms. Ziolko asked that her name be
added as in attendance at the June meeting. With that change, Mr. Penning moved to accept the
minutes. The committee voted unanimously to accept the minutes.

Mr. Anderson began on page 2 of the staff report regarding the question ofwhat the 90% flow
guaranty is applied to with regard to both the Jack Gray and the Oregon Waste Systems contract.
He said, as a matter of practicality, if the waste leaves one of the three transfer stations (Metro
South, Metro Central or Forest Grove) and goes to a general purpose landfill, that is the 100%
that we have to deliver 90% of. On the other hand, if that waste had gone to a MRF, was
separated, and part of it was not delivered to a general purpose landfill, it would not count as part
of the 90%. This is a very simple example. The jlse of the term "putrescible waste" is more
directly addressed in Change Order 7, which has to do with Metro's good faith efforts to see that
the 90% ofwaste delivered to general purpose landfills reaches Arlington. These "good faith"
efforts include Metro's commitments under its bond covenants. The other good faith effort
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required of Metro is to keep our enforcement activities up to ensure that our franchises,
designated facility agreements and other regulatory instruments are followed.

Mr. Anderson moved on to page 3, Where is Metro in the new tiered rate schedule? The rate for
the first 550,000 waste delivered by Metro to Columbia costs $27.25/ton. Beginning the fiscal
year, there is a 1.7 inflationary increase so that is $27.72. And for every 42,500 delivered
thereafter, there is a steeply declining rate. Mr. Anderson also indicated that Metro's adopted
budget is based on about 680,000 additional tons. We have targeted about $16-1/2 million
dollars to adequately dispose of that waste. Mr. Anderson explained that the numbers he refers
to and those that Mr. Watkins will refer to are different because Mr. Watkins is working with
revised actual tonnages.

Mr. White, referring to page 2, bottom of the page: ".. It is Metro's expectation that mixed
putrescible waste .. " the word "expectation" is the word he had a question about. He
commented that if he was reading it correctly, it was subject to interpretation of Change Order
No.7, and was that Metro's interpretation of that, that it would apply, and is it subject to debate?
He 'asked if Oregon Waste Systems could say that was not the interpretation that is correct?

Mr. Anderson said he was correct, and that was why Metro chose that term. Right now it is our
interpretation as well as Oregon Waste System's interpretation that if we directly deliver or if we
use our good faith efforts and regulatory authority to direct waste or cause waste to show up at
Columbia Ridge, it would count towards the 90%. But the direct haul of putrescibles was not
directly anticipated in Change Order 7.

Mr. White replied that the only parties that could be harmed by this would be Oregon Waste by
not getting it or Metro taken to court for not doing it and the two parties agree that its okay, who
is left to challenge that interpretation? Mr. Watkins said perhaps a third party.

Mr. Irvine said that on Mr. Anderson's chart, FY 96/97 the average rate shows $23.87. Is that
assuming that you had Change Order 7 for the entire fiscal year? Mr. Anderson said that was
correct, Change Order No.7 was retroactive to the beginning of the fiscal year. Mr. Irvine asked
how many tons of dry waste was delivered from Metro Central to Hillsboro Landfill.
Mr. Anderson said about 50,000.

Mr. Warner commented that the dry waste conversion program was a pilot and has been
terminated.

Mr. Ray Phelps, from the gallery, commented that his understanding is that whatever Metro
sends to the landfill, whether through the transfer station or franchise agreement, or however
Metro does that, that would count for purposes of the tiered rates.

Mr. Murray asked ifWMO were to secure tonnage (wet or dry) ontheir ov.'O from the Metro
region, does that count toward the tiered rates, based on what Ray just said. Can they secure wet
tonnage out of the region?
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Mr. Morissette said that he thought perhaps we were treading into an area that we are not ready
to respond to at this point. He said he would be happy to add that question to a list for
consideration at another meeting, though.

Mr. Penning said that to clear up part of that question, dry waste is clearly outside of the realm of
the change order. So they would be able to contract for that.

Ms. Mills asked if there was a direct haul from within the Metro area, perhaps a MRF, would that
count toward the 90%?

Mr. Anderson asked if Loreen was asking if, for example, a reload direct hauled its putrescible
remainder to Columbia Ridge, would that count toward the 90%? Loreen said yes, and Doug
said the answer is yes, it would count.

Mr. Murray commented that if someone else was getting a lower rate, how does that benefit the
entire system?

Chair Morissette said that he didn't want to stifle entrepreneurial ability to do things better, but
he hoped to be able to reduce the tipping fee again for the consumers in the region, and still try to
meet our recycling goals for the region. He cautioned filling the Gorge with trucks with direct
haul to Arlington, but he certainly wants to look at every opportunity.

Mr. Anderson said that Jim Watkins has some estimates of what some of this would mean, to the
Metro tip fee as greater amounts of tonnage were diverted from the transfer stations. And
perhaps we can look at what some of those impacts are and then begin discussing those
particularly.

Mr. White said he has been turning over the term "directs" since it was brought up and so he
looked back in his June agenda materials and he sees the word "delivered" in there, but not
"directs." He said he didn't know if there was a distinction, but ifwe are going to use words like
Metro "directing" vs. Metro "delivering" it would cause confusion and misunderstanding.
Directing means to mm, that the material can be somewhere else and you can tell someone to
take it somewhere.

Mr. Anderson said that is our distinction between Metro physically delivering via Jack Gray
trucks versus telling somebody else to do it.

Mr. Fjordbeck said that he agrees there is a difference between delivering and directing. In our
original contract, delivers means delivers. It now says, "... shall be subject to Metro's authority
to deliver the waste." So whatever that authority is, on this side or the other side of a flow
control fight, that's what we promised Waste that we would do. So, there is a difference between
directing and delivering.

Mr. Anderson said that at our last meeting, Mr. White pointed out a distinct difference between
Metro's contracts with Waste and Jack Gray, and with the designated facilities. He said the
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Waste and Jack Gray contracts were really business arrangements. Mr. White noted the
designated facility agreements were more like regulatory or policy instruments rather than
contracts. We agree with that point of.view. Mr. White also asked last time, what does it take to
change the designated facility agreements? Answer: it takes Metro Council to agree with policy
changes, and agree to implement them in the designated facility agreements. So some of the
policy questions are: What would it mean to direct haul; what does it mean to open up the field
to putrescible waste; what are the impacts on Metro, or on the region; and what are the
implications ofmaking that change, along a variety of areas, from the economic factors to trucks
up the Gorge?

Mr. Warner, beginning on page 5, said there was confusion about the meaning about the two
bottom lines, especially 3a and 3b, mainly relating to the impact on the region's ratepayers. Mr.
Warner wants to make it perfectly clear that staff are not only concerned with the costs and
effects on Metro, but also system costs and benefits. The second part of that is that reloads
should not benefit one group of ratepayers at the expense of another. So what could be a savings
of one company doing a reload, for instance in Wilsonville, and lower rates in that particular
area, could have a different effect on the rest of the region. So, Jim has done some more work
and we hope to clarifY the impacts in a more concise way.

Mr. Watkins said that at the last meeting he gave SWAC a scenario wherein 100,000 - 300,000
tons left Metro's transfer stations and today, he wanted to give them the reasonableness of those
assumptions by showing them what potentially was on the table. He handed out a sheet showing
a table of reloads and their tonnage, and two tables showing financial effects. The first table
shows some of the facilities that could come on-line, and take tonnage away from Metro's
transfer stations.

Ms. Mills said that earlier she thought she heard that putrescible waste tonnage that is direct
hauled still counts towards the 90%.

Mr. Anderson said the effect on the contract, if it counts, (direct haul vs. goes through the
transfer station), that's neutral with respect to the disposal contract, but we also have transfer
station operation costs to cover, transport costs to cover and a number of other things, so what
happens outside the disposal contract, now is where Jim is going; if, in fact, it doesn't come
physically to the transfer stations.

Mr. Watkins said that the reason he wanted to show the 300,000 ton scenario is because it then
gets into a contractual situation, where Metro's costs really start to escalate because ofput-or
pay-like provisions in our transfer station contracts. So, we have looked at the impact that
reloads would have on Metro's tipping fee at their transfer station. Mr. Watkins said he assumed
that all the tons counted towards Metro's disposal contract; and that if the tons go away from
Metro's transfer stations, they are not hauled under Jack Gray's contract. Mr. Watkins said that
last month, he gave some numbers that suggested that a reload would have to charge their
customers to cover the costs to pay, for instance, Jack Gray's fixed costs, and another set of
numbers that suggested they pay Jack Gray's fixed costs, plus Metro's transfer station's debt
service, plus our renewal and replacement account (money used to maintain and replace transfer
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station equipment). He said here, he has tried to bracket the extremes. In the fust column, the
reload would only pay regional user fee. The impact to the haulers still using Metro's transfer
station, if 100,000 tons went away, the tipping fee would go up $1.34; at 200,000 tons, up $3.35;
and inOO,OOo went away, it would go up $8.34. In the other column, the reload would
contribute towards all of Metro's fixed costs, and for a loss of 100,000, it would keep the tipping
fee flat; a loss of 200,000 and 300,000 there would be an increase, because Metro would lose the
economy of scale of a lot of tons coming into our transfer stations. The way the payments are
geared there, at least 50% of the revenue that the transfer station operator receives has to be a
fixed fee (bond covenant requirements), so if the tonnage drops below 21,000 per month at either
facility, they just receive a fixed amount. If the tons go below that, the cost per ton goes up
because they are just getting a fixed fee for operating that station for under 21,000 tons. Once we
get to the 225,000 level, we get to this fixed cost problem. Since Metro South is our cheapest
transfer station, whose average price is $5.09/ton compared to Metro Central at $7.50/ton. So if
we lose more tons at Metro South, that has an additional impact to us. For example, if we lose
all 200,000 from Metro South and no tons were lost from Metro Central, then the tip fee would
go up by $4.75, or in other words an additional impact of $1.40/ton over the previous numbers
that asswned an even distribution from both stations.

What would a reload be required to pay? Under the first scenario where all they paid was the
regional user fee, they would pay $15, disposal fee of$25.1O, (all these numbers include the
excise tax) the DEQ and Enhancement fee (not sure whether this would be brought in), so the
total payment would be $41.77. These are 1997-98 numbers.

Mr. White said he didn't undersrand why the $25.10 is in there. If you are direct hauling, a
reload to Arlington, why are we cutting a check to Metro of$25.10. Wouldn't a payment be
made to the hauling company and one to the disposal facility.

Mr. Watkins said to remember that the assumptions were that the reload was using Metro's
disposal contract.

Chair Morissette said that was why he had made the comment that one pocket getting lower
rates, while another rises.

Mr. Miller said that didn't make sense, because disposal is disposal and if Metro doesn't have to
pay it, and it counts, your tier doesn't change and your expense is reduced by the number of tons
you don't pay for.

Mr. Warner said that we tried to simplif}' this. We tried to show if you had a reload, what you
bad to pay. Whether it is to Metro or to Waste Management. I think you are talking about the
implementation details. We made the assumption that if you are piggybacking on our contract,
so the region takes advantage of the tier grade structure, that there would be a payment made,
whether it's to Metro or directly to Waste Management. That's a detail we can work out.
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Chair Morissette said we are going to try, with the input we receive here, to come back with
some recommendations that I can live with and hopefully you can live with, and that I can take to
the Metro Council irrespective of the flow control debate that some may think is out there.

Mr. Miller said that despite what may be a popular opinion, the purpose of these facilities that we
are trying to operate are not to be a detriment to the system, but a benefit, and it may be difficult
to split that benefit equitably among all ratepayers. To deny it to some because we can't give it
to everyone is not good public policy.

Chair Morissette said that is why originally when he said he wanted to encourage our ability to
have an entreupreunerial process to maximize our efficiency but still try and keep it so that
people shared in the benefits; therein lies the rub. And also therein lying the rub is the fact that I
am personally, trying to accomplish another rate reduction.

Mr. Murray said that it sounds to him that a reload could negotiate with Waste Management an
agreement of a rate, it sounds like that falls outside of your contract.

Mr. Fjordbeck said he didn't think it falls outside of the contract. The question is whether that is
subject to Metro's authority to deliver the waste. It's not whether or not you are able to cut a deal
with Waste, it is whether or not that waste is subject to our authority to deliver it there.

Mr. White asked what would bring Waste to the table to make that deal?

Mr. Penning said Waste has a contract with Metro and they are going to honor that. At the same
point in time, Waste has a business to run and there is a wastestream that they are very interested
in and that they want to protect, and they are going to do everything in order to protect it. To say
more than that at this time just doesn't make any sense. He said that as he sees it, reloads can
have benefits to the system. For instance, if some of this tonnage is relieved from the system
particularly from Metro South, does Metro really need to make all those capital improvements?
And as far as the system goes, if we release some of the congestion at Metro South, that could
help, because wait time is money. And if Waste decides its easier to mix their dry waste residue
with the other, I assume that we would count that towards the goal, and there is more waste
delivered because we make the system more flexible and easier to use there will be more savings
down the line for the region as a whole, because you will drop down into those lower tiers.

Mr. Irvine, said those were good questions. He wants to know why the user fee would go up
because those dollars will be paid by the reload facility whether that material goes to the transfer
station and then directly to Columbia Ridge, or in the case of our dry residual, we take it to
Coffin Buttes, and he pays the user fee, so those dollars are still coming into the Metro system.
Why would it go up?

Mr. Watkins said the increase of $1.34 doesn't relate to the userfee. What has happened is that
Metro's user fee, the $7.99 has to be borne by fewer tons.

Mr. Irvine asked what was included in the Metro User Fee?
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Mr. Watkins said it has the debt service on our transfer stations, renewal and replacement, Jack
Gray's fixed costs and the scalehouse costs. He said that to respond to Mr. Penning's comment
about Metro's transfer station efficiencies, we looked at the scalehouse and asked what happens if
tons go away and found that 60% of our transactions are self-haul. The self-haul dictates the
amount of people we have to have at the stations.

Mr. Murray asked what was the bottom line costs of people still using the system if Metro lost
300,000 tons?

Mr. Watkins said if they Were only paying the regional user fee, it would be $8.43.

Mr. Murray wanted to know how much Tom [Miller) would save ifhe had a reload in not having
to send his material through the transfer station?

Mr. Miller said when he put together the forecast for his facility, he used Metro South as the
disposal point and the $70/ton tip fee, because ifall else fails, he has to do that to make his
system work, and if it doesn't work on that scenario and Metro decides direct haul is not an
option, he is in trouble. Mr. Miller said it was not his intention to undennine the system, but an
effort to provide cost-effective service in both directions. So the perception that someone is
trying to manipulate the system to a specific advantage -- and we all have to make a profit •• but
we are not in business to do it at someone else's detriment.

Mr. Schwab said he brought a lot of these thoughts up a couple of months ago, and he believes
staff has overlooked what the simple issue was: one was that reloads be directed wherever they
can go, but not so the gate fee is less, it's so that we are not sending 10 trucks down Sunset
Highway, for instance, at $701hr. to sit in a line for an hour when we can maybe save $700/day
using our own. facilities. It has nothing to do with Metro's gate fee. He said Metro keeps looking
at what its going to cost, what do we save on the other side. So if I have to send 10 trucks down.
that has to wait for an hour, its not that gate fee were worried about. A reload will make sense to
us because it benefits our company to reload. And if were going to reload into a semi, is it
cheaper to run it down one hour, to sit at Central, or once its in the semi, do you run it two hours
down the highway which takes it out of your system. The bottom line is once it's in a truck, it's
cheap. For Metro to say we can't have one because it affects your gate, I don't think that's the
bottom line to begin with. And the other side -- the 90% rule, I think you missed the point of
some of these questions were driving at: if you have 700,000 tons and 600,000 are putrescible,
there is 100,000 that we could move somewhere else. What counts and what doesn't. If it is
strictly what comes through your gate, dry or wet, it doesn't matter. It's not what it does at the
gate, its what it does for us in delay times, etc. And where we take it doesn't matter.

Mr. Anderson said what staff is trying to figure out from our end is that we recognize there are a
lot of incentives; exactly the types of things you just talked about. We recognize and enc<lurage
those types of economies. If reloads come to the transfer stations, obviously there is no issue.
What has come up since is the issue about direct hauling to other facilities. We want to be
cautious about that because initially we had contractual obligations and we want to make sure we
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are meeting those. We know that reloads make sense, now let's try to figure out how to make
them work, such that the system benefits. But what Jim's numbers are showing us is that perhaps
if there is a significant amount of direct haul, then because of the need to still run the transfer
stations themselves and other things, the tip fee may go up for those people that don't have access
to reloads. The question that we are asking is what is our response to that?

Mr. Warner said one big question is: How can the region share in the benefits, the savings that
you are going to put into the system, because there is inequity geographically, the savings that
would be realized.

Chair Morissette commented that it went beyond that: How can you share in the benefit of you
doing it better, as well as the region. So there is a percentage in there for you not to just say, well
why do I want to become efficient if! am just giving it all away? You should seek some reward
for your benefit that you bring to the process as well.

Mr. Miller said the point is that the customers of the operators in the jurisdictions where these
facilities exist, aren't saving as a result of this total savings. They are saving as a result of the
efficiencies generated within the region by their individual or local hauler whose financial
investment is not paid by Metro, it's made by individuals. And Metro has no economic liability
in these facilities. And I think maybe were missing that, I don't know. But certainly, the savings
that are going to be generated by these facilities are far more related to operations than they are
to disposal. And disposal is your function, collection and operations is our function. And if we
can benefit our customers by doing a better job, we ought to be able to do that.

Mr. White said we have said this over and over and I testified at Council during the discussion of
cutting the tipping fee: Disposal is only one component of what the customer pays per can and
when a city or county sets that rate, they set it based on what our costs are, what our profit is,
what our disposal is. There are component costs that go into that rate you pay at the can. And if
the hauler has the opportunity to save on their costs of operation and administration, that is a
local benefit that we pass along to our customers. And when you start to mess around with
taking away our ability to cut our costs because it impacts disposal, you are protecting your own
areas of responsibility at the expense, really, of what the hauler can do to benefit our local
customers and our local jurisdictions. Metro should not make artificial impacts just because it
may impact your disposal.

Chair Morissette said for the record, he was dismally disappointed that none of the rate reduction
got to the ratepayer. He said you and I might have a different point of view on that, Dave, but it
really upset him that they didn't get that.

[There were many people talking at once, haulers, and local government representatives: The
public got that reduction was the general conversation.]

Mr. Walker, City of Portland said he wanted to go on record that Portland customers got that
benefit. He said they would have had a substantial rate hike without the Metro reduction and he
thanked Metro for that, but to say they didn't get it is untrue.
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Ms. Driscoll with Gresham said she would wish that Metro Councilors be a little careful about
what they say publicly. She said that printed in the Oregonian, the Councilors were quoted as
being disappointed in local governments. And as a local government person, she was
disappointed in that being put in print, because the citizenry believes and responds that we are
local bureaucratic, myopic persons who can't pass on the savings, and I resent it because we
have.

Ms. Storz commented that haulers increased time at the transfer station due to long wait lines, is
a direct result of the fact that her government had to increase the rates. Ms. Storz said she would
support the idea of a reload facility.

Mr. Warner posed the question, should we limit reloads to a certain tonnage so we don't have to
face those huge impacts that a loss of to/mage would cause Metro's transfer stations; also should
we look at perhaps a rate equalization charge to assure that any savings realized due to a reload
were distributed equally to the region's ratepayers, and/or should reloads take public loads.

LUNCH BREAK

Chair Morissette asked Mr. White what the economic impact to the haulers that are unable to
utilize a reload MRF, direct or haul.

Mr. White said he intends to go to the Tri-County Council and put this issue on the table.

Chair Morissette asked each of the committee members to figure out where their positions are on
the various issues that have been presented in the interim between now and the August 6'h
meeting. The goal is, if possible, to have to have conclusions on these issues at the next meeting.

Mr. Miller said he wanted to point out that currently we have a situation where some people pay
more for their service than others and it is directly related to the cost to deliver that service. It is
inconceivable that we have the same flat rate for everyone because of variation of the cost to
deliver the service.

Mr. Walker asked if Metro had the ability to reduce the overall systemcosts, or transfer station
inflation costs ifwe are anticipating reduced waste going in to the transfer station, is there a way
to structure the new contracts to anticipate less waste and less dollars?

Mr. Watkins replied that the first 21,000 tons per month entering the transfer station is at a fixed
amount and each incremental amount of tonnage is at a different rate. There is a requirement of
the transfer station bonds that 50% of the revenue has to be covered by a fixed fee, but the charge
per ton goes up as the tons go down.

Mr. Warner commented that the contract will be before Council tomorrow and it does include
reduced costs.
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Mr. Warner commented that by setting an August 6'" meeting, staff would have 2-112 weeks to
put together a recommendation proposal and staff report, so he asked the committee members to
get feedback the week of July 28lh

.

Mr. Walker said he was unclear with the answer to a question from Mr. Miller earlier regarding
reload facilities and arrangements with their delivery of waste to Columbia Ridge Landfill. He
wanted to know if they were allowed to or prohibited from entering into separate rate
agreements?

Mr. Warner said that in his opinion, if Waste does that, they hinder Metro's ability to deliver 90%
of the waste from this region, which would seem to put them in breach of the contract. He said
he would verify that with Metro's counsel.

Mr. White asked for a definition of a Non-System License, and do out-of-state disposal facilities
qualify or currently hold licenses?:

Mr. Anderson said if a hauler wants to direct haul waste such as dry waste residuals, auto fluff to
a non-designated facility, you would apply to Metro, as the generator, to dispose ofthat waste via
a non-system license. It is primarily a condition which sets up payment of the regional user fee
and ,ets other regulatory conditions. Metro has never addressed the question "what if that waste
is putrescible?" Staff will come back to the next meeting with a more definitive answer at the
next meeting.

Mr. Walker asked what the total shortfall would be if 300,000 tons were to be pulled out of the
system?

Mr. Watkins answered that the base tonnage he used was 725,000. So subtract 725,000, less
300,000 tons and multiply that times $8.43, that would be the shortfall, which is about 3-1/2
million to $4 million per year.

Mr. Kampfer asked if we have clear definition as to reload, transfer station or MRF?

Mr. Warner said he had put together a chart trying to set forth all ofthese definitions, and that is
actually what got us into this discussion we are having right now. I will get some background
information to you.

Mr, Watkins said if reloads were allowed, and allowed to direct haul, will anybody want to have
aMRF?

Mr. Irvine asked ifhe might respond to that. He said you need to understand the economics to
run a MRF, even if you have a landfill because it still costs you money to take waste to, say,
Coffin Butte, pay them, pay Metro's user fee, and excise tax. The argument there is just because
you are vertically integrated, you don't dump everything into the landfill.
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Mr. Warner said that to summarize, what he hears the chainnan desiring, if possible, is a staff
proposal which will:

• Allow private sector innovation;
• Provide a "win-win" for both public and private interests;
• Help in his quest to lower Metro tipping fees;
• Assure that the region shares in the savings due to new "reloads;"
• Show how these savings will be captured in local and Metro rates;
• Not adversely impact our "bottom lines" or service to the public.

Mr. Warner said these goals would only be possible ifhe receives the feedback talked about
earlier. He said that in last month's packet there were questions on pages 7 and 8 that you might
want to address before you give us your feedback.

There were no further corriments and the meeting was adjourned at I :00 p.m.

elk
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Staff Report

Metro SWAC Work Session on Facilities
Session 3: August 1997

Date: August 6, 1997 Presented by: Bruce Wamer

This staff report contains REM's draft options for regulation of solid waste facilities,
including reload facilities. These options are intended to stimulate further input and
discussion.

To facilitate discussion, three different classes of reloads are identified:

• Limited reload: load consolidation only, for transport to a regional transfer station.
Owned/operated by a single hauler. No activities such as material recovery or wet
dry separation and diversion. These facilities are suggested for exemption from
regulation by Metro.

• Reload: load consolidation for transport to a regional transfer station, together with
related activities such as limited recovery from wet waste. Dry waste and dry
residuals may be delivered to an appropriate Metro Designated Facility. Wet waste
is delivered to a regional transfer station. The processing of wastes would warrant
some degree of regulation by Metro

• "Reload" with direct haul: This facility is distinguished from the reload above in
that it may deliver wet waste directly to Columbia Ridge Landfill. However, this
facility would not be opento the general public or handle hazardous or medical
waste. In this sense, these facilities act as "limited" or "local" transfer stations, as
opposed to regional transfer stations. The greater num.ber of system impacts
warrant a higher level of regulation than the two other reloads described above.

Differences among these three facilities-together with MRFsand regional transfer
stations-are defined more fully in Tables 1 and 2 below:

• Table 1 describes the main characteristics that differentiate all 5 facilities.

• Table 2 outlines REM's suggested conditions for accommodating each facility.

The options in Tables 1 and 2 show how Metro could implement SWAC's RSWMP
amendments in a manner that also meets Metro's "Bottom Unes" relating to oversight
and management of the regional disposal system. The text following the tables contains
a discussion of policy issues and how the tables are related to Metro's "Bottom Unes."

Discussion Agenda for the August SWAC
• Metro staff presents options, and describes their motivation from the "Bottom Unes"
• Brainstorming session: identify policy issues
• Prioritize and discuss policy options; note potential modifications to the options
• SWAC members are charged with going back to their individual constituencies to

develop positions on the policy issues and (revised) options.



Next Steps

The next steps in this process are summarized on this page. SWAC should keep in
mind that the Metro Executive Officer must recommend-and Council must hear and
approve-all amendments to RSWMP. If amendments are approved then Metro Code
must be revised to implement the changes. This also requires action by the Metro
Executive and Council. The present wor!< with SWAC is designed to help REM staff
work out policy issues and implementation concems so REM staff can frame the issues
as they move forward to the Executive Officer and Council. To provide context for the
next steps, we begin with a very brief history.

How We Got Here: A Brief 1997 Chronology

April SWAC votes to recommend amendments to RSWMP that allow reloads to haul
waste to "appropriate" facilities. Metro staff determines to await the outcome of
SWAC deliberations to help frame the issues for the Metro Executive Officer and
Council.

May Metro staff begins discussion on how to implement the SWAC recommendation.
It is clear that before options can be discussed, SWAC needs more background
on Metro's contracts, mandates, fees, and policy objectives.

June Metro staff provides answers to specific SWAC questions on contracts and
regulations. Metro introduces its "Sottom Lines": the basic system objectives
that Metro views as necessary for system oversight and management. The
presentation and discussion generates more questions.

July Metro staff continues answering specific SWAC questions. The discussion of
implementation options is never reached. Accordingly, SWAC agrees to devote
the August meeting to discussion of specific options for implementing the
RSWMP amendments relating to reloads.

Immediate Next Steps

Aug. Discussion of policy issues and REM options for accommodating new types of
:;olid waste facilities: regulation, fees, and incentives. SWAC members are
charged with retuming to their individual constituencies for feedback.

Sep. SWAC recommends option{s) for regulating new types of solid waste facilities in
a manner that best meets REM's "Bottom Lines" (see Staff Reports for the June
and July SWAC meetings)-also keeping in mind Chair Morissette's desires:

• Allows private sector innovation
• Provides a "win-win"
• Helps in his quest to reduce Metro tipping fees
• Assure that the region will share in reload savings
• Show how these savings will be captured in l.ocaI and Metro rates
• Meets Metro's "bOttom lines" for system management and oversight

Next Steps

These discussions may lead to additional RSWMP amendments and, ultimately, to
revisions to Metro Code. This wor!< will likely continue through Fall 1997 and beyond.

Secause this process will take some time, REM staff will also propose interim
arrangements to allow continued operation by existing facilities having uncertain
regulatory status with Metro.
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A. Key Activities
Load consolidation
Dry waste recovery
Wet waste recovery
Hazardous waste
Recycling drop site

B. Users

Table 1. Principal Characteristics
by Facility Type

Reload Reload with Regional
MRF Limited Full Direct Haul Transf. Station

not applicable yes yes yes yes
yes no optional optional yes

not applicable no optional limited yes
no no no no yes

optional optional optional yes yes

Affiliated haulers
Licensed/franchised haulers
Commercial customers
Public customers

C. Destination
Wet waste
Dry waste
Recyclables
Inerts

optional
yes
yes

by application

not applicable
Metro Des.Fac.

unlimited
per DEQ

yes
no
no
no

Regional TS
not applicable

unlimited
not applicable

yes
optional

no
no

Regional TS
Metro Des.Fac.

unlimited
per DEC

yes
optional

no
no

Columbia Ridge
Metro Des.Fac.

unlimited
per DEC

yes, if applicable
yes
yes
yes

Gen.Purp. LF'
Metro Des.Fac.

unlimited
per DEC

D. Entry Conditions
Initiative
Other

private
no

private
no

private
no

private publict
perhaps-see text perhaps-see text

Note: "Oplionar means optional for the owner/operator. Optional items may involve additional regulations, incentives. and/or exemptions
• Metro owned and/or operated transfer stations will deliver to Columbia Ridge Landfill. General purpose landfill destinations for waste from

other regional transfer stations is SUbject to the 90% flow guarantee in Metro's contract with Oregon Waste Systems.
t Public initiative/ownership when regional transfer stations are proposed outright. Private facilities that grow or evolve into potential regional

transfer stations over time would involve "change of status' conditions. Conditions for allowing changes of status remain to be determined.
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Table 2. Regulation and Fees
by Facility Type

Reload Reload with Regional
MRF Limited Full Direct Haul Transf.Station

A. Metro Regulatory Conditions
Class franchise exempt license or permit franchise franchise
Facility tip fee

If affiliated haulers only exempt exempt exempt exempt not applicable
If non-affiliated haulers uniform not applicable uniform uniform uniform

Facility's records audit access not applicable audit access audit access Metro regulated
limits case-by-case not applicable tonnage tonnage & traffic case-by-case
Reporting transactions not applicable monthly report transactions transactions
Unacceptable waste Indemnification not applicable not applicable not applicable yes not applicable
Recycling/recovery

Hauler program certification not applicable not applicable yes yes not applicable
Facility recovery rate yes' not applicable none none yes'

B. Operational Requirements
Certify locaVDEQ/OSHA compliance yes not applicable yes yes yes
Load checks optional optional optional yes yes
Scales optional optional optional yes yes
Long-haul transport standard not applicable not applicable not applicable Metro standards Metro standards

C. Fees (FY 1997-98)
Metro np Fee •• Large-load rate Large-load rate not applicable $70/ton
ner2 •• included in above included in above part-up to $8IT included In above
Disposal charge Incentive rate included in above included in above $26.14/ton included in above
DEQ + Enhancement fees •• included in above included in above $1.74/ton included in above
Transfer, transport, other operations •• included in above included in above operator pays included in above
Regional User Fee $15/ton included in above included in above $15/ton included in above

Note: 'Optional" means optional for the owner/operator. Optional Rems may involve additional regulations, incentives, and/or exemptions
• The minimum recovery rate for MRFs, currently 45%, is under review by Metro. Rates for regional transfer stations would have to be

determined on a case-by-case basis.
The Metro tip fee applies ~ residuals are delivered to a regional transfer station. Options for the disposal charge that are currently under
consideration are: (1) a concessionary rate linked to recovery performance; (2) the large-load rate if loads meet the minimum size cmena.
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Explanation and Polley Discussion Related to Tables 1 and 2

This section expands on Tables 1 and 2, how they relate to Metro's "Bottom Unes," and
an explanation of policy issues. The text follows the same order as the main headings In
the tables.

Table 1. Principal Characteristics

A. Activities

This section lists the main activities related to handling solid waste within each facility.
Hazardous waste collection and handling activities are identified as the realm of regional
transfer stations only, under the assumption that it is better to restrict these activities to
facilities where the amount of materials and economies of scale allow safe handling
practices to be implemented and maintained most cost-effectively. The presence of a
recycling drop site at transfer stations is consistent with requirements of the State and
current Metro code. A recycling drop site is shown as optional for reloads, assuming
reloads are not Ultimately regulated (by the State and/or Metro) as a type of transfer
station.

B. Users

This section lists the main types of users of the facility. Commercial customers (e.g.
janitorial services, building contractors) are limited to regional facilities (transfer stations
and landfills) and to MRFs that are approved by Metro to accept them. Public customers
are limited to regional facilities. The follOWing issues guide these choices: (1) Reloads
are designed to consolidate hauler's loads for transport efficiency. Adding public
customers would add a dimension that Is not central to the purpose of a reload. (2) A
requirement that reloads accommodate public customers would compound the problems
associated with siting any solid waste facility. (3) Improving access could encourage the
amount of seit-hauling. Do we want to encourage self-haul as a matter of public policy?

C. Destination

The entries in this section of the table reflect the discussions at SWAC since last May.
Dry waste and dry residuals may go to Metro Designated Facilities (or non-system
facilities under a non-system license). Metro's policy toward the disposition of wet waste
is driven by Metro's obligations under Its disposal contract with Oregon Waste Systems.
During the past months, Metro has had extensive discussions with SWAC on conditions
that would allow direct hauling of wet waste, yet still meet Metro's "Bottom Unes." The
regulatory and fee conditions on Table 2 are designed to achieve this.

Metro currently exempts recyclable materials from regulations and fees, In order to
encourage recycling and recovery. The entries in the table are meant to reaffirm these
policies. If a facility generates inerts or recyclable materials and delivers them to an
appropriate use or user, these materials will continue to be exempt from Metro regulation
and fees.
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D. Entry

This section reaffinns Metro's primary reliance on the private sector to provide solid
waste facilities, consistent with RSWMP. However, because of the potentially significant
impacts on the system, regional transfer stations remain a public initiative.

Several policy issues are raised if the region relies on the private sector to supply solid
waste facilities. Even though the private sector bears the risk when developing these
facilities, nonetheless as part of the region's capacity for managing solid waste, they
become a factor in future decisions (public and private) whether to build additional
facilities. This raises at least two sets of questions:

1. Location and supply of facilities
(a) Will private initiative lead to facilities that are located in a manner that best serves

the population?
(b) Will there be a tendency to supply too much or too little transfer/reload capacity?
(c) Are there conditions under which the region should approve or deny entry in the

first place?

2. Regional public processes
(a) Should there be a regional public process that helps determine the location and

amount of transfer capacity, even if the initiative and ownership remain private?
(b) Given the difficulty of siting solid waste facilities, are unifonn regional

performance standards important to maintaining the public's trust?

Table 2. Regulation and Fees

A. Regulation

This section identifies some of the major regulatory requirements that are proposed by
Metro. The main distinction is that the degree of regulation increases with the degree of
activity. The lines in the table related to facility tip fees, records, limits, and reporting are
largely a reflection of current Metro Code, extended to reload facilities.

The requirement that Metro be indemnified against delivery of unacceptable waste
relates to Metro's contractual responsibility for unacceptablewaste that is delivered to
Columbia Ridge Landfill. Metro has implemented significant measures to detect, isolate,
and manage unacceptable waste that is delivered to Metro transfer stations. Facilities
that direct haul would be required to meet Metro's performance standards.
Indemnification is a safeguard against failure to perform under these standards.
Indemnification would not be required for reloads that deliver to transfer stations, as
Metro would manage their loads under existing protocols. See also "Load
CheckslManagement of Unacceptable Waste" under Operational Requirements, below.

The recycling and recovery requirements indicated on the table relate to Metro's "bottom
lines" supporting the solid waste management hierarchy and preference for source
separation over post-collection recovery. For reloads, REM staff proposes that haulers
certify the presence of recycling programs that are consistent with applicable State,
Metro and local plans and ordinances in order to be authorized to use a reload facility.

Note: Staff has received a communication from a member of SWAC recommending
that reloads operate under a recovery rate cap of 7%. The idea is that, if the facility
is doing more than incidental recovery, it is effectively operating as a MRF. and
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should be subject to different rules that address regional commitments to recycling
and source-separation goals. This option should be discussed at SWAC.

B. Operational Requirements

Certify locaVDEQ/OSHA compliance. Metro has authority over public health and
safety issues-in this case, as they relate to the management of solid waste. However,
REM does not wish to duplicate efforts of other public agencies. Therefore, if the facility
owner/operator can demonstrate coverage and compliance with the health and safety
requirements of other affected jurisdictions, Metro may accept these conditions of other
agencies in lieu of its own requirements. This does not mean that Metro could not
impose other requirements necessary to protect the public health, safety and welfare.

Load checkslManagement of Unacceptable Waste. Metro's disposal contract
requires that measures be taken to prevent unacceptable waste from being delivered to
the Columbia Ridge Landfill. REM recommends that all facilities doing direct haul have
unacceptable waste operating procedures that are comparable to the Metro Transfer
Stations. All facilities doing direct haul would need to implement the following:

a) Random inspections of 2% of general mixed solid waste by sorting.
b) Inspection of all hospital loads by sorting.
c) Observation of all loads as they are tipped by trained observers.
d) ·Unacceptable waste" defined by Metro and consistent among all transfer

stations.
e) Procedures for detecting and managing radioactive waste.
fl Compliance with the sections of Metro's disposal contract that apply to

unacceptable waste.

Scales. This requirement is necessary to ensure accountability and aUditabiity of waste
flows and related revenues.

Long-Haul Transport Standards. Long-haul transport must conform to Metro's
commitments to Friends of the Columbia Gorge and others related to the impacts of
long-hauling solid waste.

C. Fees

REM staff has discussed issues related to finances and fees with SWAC during the past
months. This section begins to identify some specific proposals. Concepts will be
described here. REM staff will present more details at the SWAC meeting.

"TIer 2" is the portion of the Metro TIp Fee that goes to pay for the fixed costs of Metro
transfer stations and transport arrangements. This fee includes debt service on bonds,
Metro scalehouse costs, and Metro's fixed payments on the Jack Gray Transport
contract. For FY 1997-98 this fee is $8 per ton-:-that is, $8 of the $70 Metro Tip Fee.
Certain of the Tier 2 costs are truly fixed-for example, debt service. Others-
scalehouse costs-are determined largely by hours of operation, which in tum are
dictated by the demands of public customers.

Thus, this fee reflects the value to the region of (1) costs of providing regional facilities to
meet the regional disposal need, (2) contingent capacity and disposal services of last
resort for private facilities facing a short- or long-term closure (e.g., due to fire,
equipment failure, bankruptcy of the firm); (3) facilities for handling high cost or "Ioss
leader" disposal: small loads, self-haulers, household and CEG hazardous waste.
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If reloads were to directly haul waste to Columbia Ridge and bypass Metro's transfer
stations, there are fewer tons over which to spread .the Tier 2 fixed costs-thereby
raising the Metro Tip Fee. Accordingly, customers that do not have access to a reload
facility bear a disproportionate share of the fixed costs of the system. To mitigate this
effect, REM proposes that reloads (with-direct haul) pay some or all of the Tier 2 charge.
This concept and the numbers will be shared at the August SWAC meeting.

Large-Load Rate. At the August SWAC meeting, REM staff will also begin to describe
some options for restructuring the Metro Tip Fee to more closely reflect the cost of
service. Because the cost of handling large loads is less than for small loads (on a per
ton basis) it is likely that large loads such as reload trailers could receive a sizeable price
break if such a fee policy were adopted. Preliminary estimates by staff indicate this
difference could be in the range of $3 to $5 per ton.

SWAC may wish to engage in a discussion of the pros and cons of additional rate
reductions for reload trailers as a further incentive to use the regional transfer stations.

Disposal Charge. As has been discussed in SWAC during the past months, Metro is
examining the conditions under which facility operators could direct-haul to Columbia
Ridge Landfill, while the region still gets the tonnage credit under Change Order No.7,
and Metro has not violated its 90% flow guarantee to Oregon Waste Systems. REM and
OWS have determined that a facility could direct haul, obtain the region's "blended" rate,
and Metro would still receive credit under its "90%" commitment. The rate estimated for
FY 1997-98 is $26.14 per ton, including Metro excise tax.

The "incentive rate" listed under MRFs on Table 2 would involve linking a disposal
charge to the MRF's recycling and recovery perfonmance. This rate would be available
only to facilities having material recovery and recycling as a primary activity and that
choose to dispose of their residual at a Metro transfer station. It would be an option for
MRFs; MRFs would not be required to use Metro facilities. This is an explicit economic
inducement to support and improve recycling and recovery.

s:lsharelandelreload.doc
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Tri-County Council
173' NW lS6tb Avenue • B~avertGn, Oregon 97006 • (503) 690-3143 (Tel!Fl1)

'fo:
From:
Date:
Re:

Bruce Warner, Director, Metro ~gional Enviromnental Management
David White, Chair, Tri-County Council
August 1. 1997
Reload FacUities

The following is the Tri-County Council's position regarding the trealIlJent of reload facilities
in the proposed amendments to the Regional Solid WlISle ManagerollOt Plan (RSWMP).
These commeots include Rfer-ences to the: "Metro's Bottom Lines" docwncnt that was
distributed to the SWAC tor the lune: 18, 1997 mec:ting.

1. Reload facilities are a collection function and notpalt of the disposal system. This
positilln is supported bY lan2Uage in the RSWMP (at page 7-27) indicating that reload
facilities provide ·consolidation of loads hauled to appropriate disposal facilities." It is clear
from this language that disposal occurs after the loads are consolidated at reload facilities and
iransported to. a transfer station or a 1a.odftll. Reload facilities are part of the process of
collecting the waste and getting it to a disposal site.

Bottom Line l(b) states that Metro is accountable for the operation of lhc.rcgion's
disposal system. From this it would follow that Metro is not accountable for operation of
reload facilitio:s..

2. Loc&! jurisdictions are responsible for the siting and land ase aspects of reload facilities.
As· indicated above, Metro is ~ponsible for the operation of the disposal aspect of the
sYstem.· Further review is needed to define the regulatory role of local governments and
Metro regarding reload facilities. In any event, a facility that meets local siting conditions
and the requirements of the responsible ~gulatory agency, should be approved.

3. Reload Facilities are distinguished from transfer srstlons in that they are not open to the:
pUblic and are privately owned and operated (:see RSWMP page 7-25).

A reload facility should be available fo~ usc by baulen other thatl m!o' owner/operlll:Or
so long as such use does not violate conditions imposed by the siting jurisdiction.

Material r~overy at a reload facility is allowed under ennent RSWMP language·(see
PA2Cl 7-27). The materials that may be recovered should be uoliJDited both as to type and
quantity. This is consistent with Bottom Line Number I(a) as this recovery activity would
eDhance and increase recyclillg !!ttd re<;Qvery rates.

The solid waste from a reload facility should be allowed to be trmsported directly to·
any appropriate disposal facility. The determination of wbat is an "appropriate disposal
facility" is Metro's responsibiliiy and should be clearly defIned in the RSWMP.

Rates charged to users of a ·reload facility should not involve Metro.

CI.dulIDU c.....ty Re,.,.. ad RKydl.DC AllodlUoa
Ilhlt.omah COlIftly Rofb,. Dilpoul A..oclatNll
W.,hkLc,CoD. COQaty Ibulc" Aatod.Uoa

OPrinted on Rccyc1c4 Pupa

Portlllld MooclatloD. or Sultal1' Servi.. {JpenloTl
To"",mrs lAca1~
0"";' Re"", .... RecycIiJI, AnodollaD
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4. B"ottorn Line Number 3 is =alistic and does not take into cOllsideration the current
situation. Haulel"s do 1I0t all pay the same price for equipment, fuel, miteri.ls and labor.
Haulers that are loeated at a greAter d\stan~ from a transfer ~tion have higher transportation
costs. These variations in cost are realities in any buSiness. This one aspect of the eost of
collection and transportation should not be singled out and treated differently.

One area where Metro can maintain a "level playing field" is in disposal cosl The
rules regarding where waste may be taken for disposal should be the same for all haulers. [f

one hauler should ever be allowed to dispose of wast!: outside of the system, all haulers must
be afforded the same opportunity.

5. Metro'. main concern is meetiAg the obligations identified under Bottom ·Line Number 4,
including paying for the fIXed costs of the tnlnsfer station operation. Tri.C helieves that
Melto bas overstated the impact on transfermtions, of haulers taking waste directly to the
landfill.

Metro should examine the true cost of providing service to each class of customer at
the transfer stations. SWAC was advised that self-haul customers are responsible' for
approximately 10% of the cost of operating the transfer stations. These customers should
bear this cost On the other hand, the cost of providing service to haulel'$ is actually going.
down further due to increased use of tare weights and the new scanner system.

Only after the cOst analysis is completed, can the impact on tran~fer station fixed costs
be accurately assessed.

6. Metro should not establish II policy that res1riclS or impedes private sector innovation
relating to reload facilities.

The solid waste industzy is constantly developing procedures to improve operations
and reduce costs. Metro itself has been a active participant in the evolution of the systl:m;
Transfer scations originally were conceived merely as facilities to eonsoJidate loads for
transport to the landftll. Now material recovery has been added to tho function of transfer
stations as a way to save resources and reduce transportation and disposal costs. This change
has required flexibility within the system.

That same flexibility is neoded regarding reload facilities in order to encourage
operators to "see what works" and to allow tbe system to take advantage of future
innovations.



FrOm: Lo.-..... Pick.,.. To: Mgr.. W.... Red Doug AnWf$OO P·V· 1011

Recycling Advocates
2420 S.W. Boundary Street, Port~and, Oreqon 97201 (503)244-0026

July 28, 1997

Doug Anderson, W.ste Reduction M.1nager
Metro
600 NE Grand Ave
Portland, OR 97232

Dear Doug:

The following are suggestions regarding the role ofreload facilities which \lfelrn requested at the
July SWAC meeting. The intent is to explicilly protect the source separation priority in
structuring reload,.

Focus needs to be kept on the overall goal of reducing waste-and within that context minimizing
the costs of managing wastes. The RSWMP recognize, that source separation leads to greater
wa,;te reduction and recycling than .post-collection recovery. [fwa,te recovery.t reload. (or
MRFs) undennines source separation, we may lose significant opportunities to reduce waste
generation and to achieve much more significant cost savings than minimal reductions in
collection rate,.

We think the best way to protect the source separation priority is to carefully define reload, and
limit what they can do.

I. To ensure that reloads do not become ~s, they should be carefully defmed. We suggest
that they:

• nol be open to the public,
o accept only mixed putrcsciblc waste, and
o not be .!lowed to recover more th.n 7% ofW3Ste, received.

2. Tu prev,,"t ",Iuads frum OOcuming transfer slalions, we sDggt:Sllhat they bt: limited lU ,ingle
h.ulers or be limited in the .mount of ","ste they can receive.

3. Ifreluads send waste dir""lly Lu a landfill, it may bt: appropriate tu a!lS"'" them a fair share uf
the Metro User Fee since transfer slations 're integral to our regionwide w.ste m.n.gement
system.

We .ppreciate the chance to comment. Please call if you have questions or would like to discuss
these comments.

Sincerely,

leanne Roy



DCS
Bruce Warner , Director
Regional Environmental Management
Metro
600 N,E, Grand Ave,
Portland, Or. 97232

Re: Reload and Material Recovery Facilities

Dear Bruce,

July 25, 1997

On behalf ofLakeside Reclamation Landfill (LRL) I am submitting the following conunents for
your consideration in forming policies and regulations for reload and material recovery facilities.
We wish that Metro carefully consider the implications and impacts to other facilities, when
establishing these policies. Amendment 7 to the Waste Management contract represents a great
opportunity to save money for the rate payers, But depending on the approach you take to regulate
these facilities, it could have a negative effect on other facilities providing valuable services to the
region.

Issue 1: What will be the disposal rate charged by Metro or WMO at reload facilities? This is
totally independent ofwhether Jack Gray does the hauling or not.

We understand that operators of Reload Facilities have been approached with the possibility of
paying $8.50 per ton or a lower tier ofthe contract for disposal. This presents two problems, First,
at this rate reload facilities will be forced to haul all wastes even nonpretrescible loads to Columbia
Ridge. For instance a reload facility in WashingtOll County would normally haul nonpretrescible
loads to LRL for S28.13 /tan (S24.63 /tan for disposal and S3.50 /tan for transportation). Ifthe
rate at Columbia Ridge is only S8.50!ton and assuming they can transport it for S15,001 tOIl, the
total cost wonld be S23.50 I ton. The incentive to take even nonpretrescible loads to local landfill
facilities is removed, This results in more truck trips through the gorge and will cause local
landfills to raise rates.

Second, this will also cause more garbage to be diverted from Metro's transfer stations. Thus, it
will cause an upward spiral ofYOllr cost.

Solution: We suggest that Metro or WMO cannot charge Reloads and Material Recovery
Facilities less than the average disposal rate using Metros projected annual waste flow, Ifthe
projected annual waste flow to Columbia Ridge is 800,000 tons, then the average rate using
Amendment 7 is S21.39 per ton. Assuming it costs SI5 /tan to transport the waste to Columbia
Ridge the total cost is $36.39!ton. This approach eliminates the subsidy by users of Metros
Transfer Stations. It also does not create an incentive to divert dry loads or nonpretrescibles from
limited purpose landfills. We understand the intention ofa reload facility is to achieve local
transportation efficiencies.

Issue 2: What is the definition of a Reload?

LRL supports reload facilities as they promote hauling efficiencies within the system, It also cuts
down on traffic at our facility. When Metro prepared the Transfer Station Plan in 1983, it was
intended that Metro could serve the regioo with either two or three transfer stations. Either option
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De§
would provide 20 minutetbe level of seJVice to the region (i.e. no one would have to haul more
than 20 minutes to dwq> garbage). Metro preceded to construct two stations. A third transrer
station was sited in Wasbington County, but was net built. Now 15 years after the original plan
was adopted, growth and congestion suggest the 20 minute level ofservice cannet be achieved with
the current system. Haulers are seeking ways to be more efficiEllt. Reloads offer some resolution to
this problem. Given that the SWAC has struggled with arriving at a definition we ofter some
definitions for your consideration.

The primary purpose ofa reload facility is to achieve hauling efficiencies to other facilities within
the Metro region or to an ultimate disposal site. h difIers from a transfi=r station in that it;

l)Does not accept waste from the public;

2)Serves a limited nwnber ofhauling companies (this can be regu\ated by size Le. it may
perhaps only handle 50,000 tons or less per year);

3)May rerover a nominal amount ofwaste, perhaps less than 3 % of its incoming waste.

Transfer stations on the other hand are open to the general public and to all haulers. They are
strategically located within the Metro region. They serve as an opportunity to recover, segregate or
process waste. They serve as drop offpoints for household hazardous waste. In other words they
provide comprehensive seJVices to the region.

Material Recovery Facilities have as a primary purpose to recover and recycle materials. Metro
has already established rates that are tagged to recovery rates. h appears that the residual from
these facilities presents more ofan issue for Metros Transfer Stations than the Reload facilities.
Since MRF's handle mixed dry waste, once it is processed and sorted some ofthis material is
suitable for disposal at local limited purpose landfills. Again, policies for regulating MRFs should
net encourage hauling waste longer distances than required. We believe that residual material from
these facilities must pay the estimated average disposal rate at Columbia Ridge. Ifnet you will
cause this material to be taken to other disposal facilities or create inc«rtives net to take material to
local limited purpose landfill facilities. The cost will be subsidized by those rate payers using
Metro facilities.

These represent our primary concerns. We request that you consider this input in establishing
policies and regulations for managing l!!l!!1..reload and material recovery facilities. We strongly
agree with your criteria that solutions must satisfy the test ofnot benefiting one group of
ratepayers at the expense ofanother. Therefore; allowing WMO to charge certain facilities a lower
tier rate rather than the actual cost of service seems to violate that policy.

Ifyou have any questions please call Howard at 628-1866 or Doug at 653-4999. We want to
participate in helping you arrive at a solution that is fair to aU parties and obtains the best results
for the ratepayers

Consulting Services

P.O. Box 68721 Portland, Oregon 97268-8721

(503) 653-4999
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July 30, 1997

Bruce Warner - Director of Regional Environmental Management
Metro
600 Northeast Grand Avenue
Portland, OR 97232-2736

Dear Mr. Warner:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the recent discussions by SWAC members regarding
Reload Facilities, MRF's and Transfer Stations. After listening to the discussion by some of SWAC's
members, their goal appears to be to create a system of private transfer stations in order to avoid
using Metro's transfer stations.

BFI has listened with interest 10 the discussions and we have several concerns regarding the impact
of these new facilities First of all, we think Metro should look at what the basic goals were in
establishing its transfer stations and to examine how well the existing system has worked in fulfilling
those goals. The idea was to create a system of transferring waste with facilities acceptably located
in areas zoned for heavy industrial use that would provide fair, convenient and economical service
to the people in the Metro region. Other goals were to make these transfer stations as safe as
possible for solid waste workers, the haulers, and the public; to maximize materials recovery; and to
minimize traffic through the Scenic Columbia River Gorge. Not only did Metro achieve its goals with
this system, but without this system the Metro area garbage collection and disposal system would
have undoubtedly failed to meet the basic needs of commercial & residential customers and local
municipalities.

With the closure of Portland's landfill, Metro made substantial investments in its transfer stations.
However, some operators now wish to opt out of the system to increase their profits, possibly at the
expense of those left in the system. Additionally, we are concerned that important goals such as
safety, convenience to the general public, and materials recovery efforts will be compromised.

Economical Fairness

The proposed private transfer station system may not be a cost saving system, but a cost shifting
system. Ofthe more than 160,000 loads received at the transfer stations, over 51% of the loads were
public loads. The remaining loads were delivered by the area's waste hauling companies As
commercial haulers opt out of the system, Metro's cost of servicing the remaining haulers and the
public will increase on a per ton basis. In the end, only public haulers and a minimal number of
commercial haulers will use the Metro transfer stations. The consequences of this proposed cost
shifting would be unbearable for Metro.

Ponland· 6161 N.W. 6151 Avenue· Ponland. Oregon 97210-3675
Phone 503-226-6161· Fax 503-226-4902



Recycled paper

Without a restructuring of rates to tax the material collected at private transfer stations, the financial
burden on those customers using Metro's facilities would undoubtedly lead to an increase in illegal
dumping. Metro has made tremendous progress with illegal dumping issues in recent years. If the
increased cost is shifted to public haulers, the financial incentive to dump waste and hazardous
materials on public and private land will increase. Cleanup and enforcement of illegal dump sites
would be an additional cost that Metro customers would bare.

Part of the reason for Metro's success in reducing illegal dumping is that Metro has taken the
necessary steps in making sure that transfer stations are convenient to the public haulers. Metro
owned stations are open seven days a week for long hours each day. For example, in the summer
Metro Central is open from 3:00 am to 7:00 pm Monday through Saturday and 6:00 am to 7:00 pm
on Sundays for a total of 109 hours per week

Finally, Metro provides the host communities for its transfer stations with a $.50 per ton "mitigation
fee" to offset any adverse affects on the community created by the operation of the transfer stations
This practice should apply to private stations as well as to publicly owned stations.

Safety

During the past six years, Metro has faced and overcome many challenges presented in running a
transfer station. Extensive safety procedures are in place to handle incidents including chemical
releases, bomb threats, radiation releases, fires and employee accidents that can threaten lives and the
environment in and around each transfer station Additionally, Metro's household hazardous waste
facilities work to divert dangerous materials from the waste stream. We could like to hear SWAC
discuss the important and complex issues surrounding safety and environmental compliance at the
transfer stations. Ifprivate transfer station operators are to be allowed, Metro would need to monitor
the safety ofeach transfer station. The cost to monitor each station would increase as more stations
are added to the system.

Materials Recovery

BFI has made (and will continue to make) substantial investments in equipment and personnel to
increase the rate ofmaterials recovery over and above the 3% and I% required by Metro at the two
transfer stations. The additional diversion makes a substantial contribution toward Metro's goal of
reaching a recovery rate of 52% for the region. Much of the material that we target for recovery
comes from the very haulers who now wish to opt out of the system. Comprehensive materials
recovery programs require ongoing monetary investment in the form of capital and employees.
Diverting commercial loads "rich" in recoverable material from Metro's transfer stations would make
economically feasible recovery much more difficult. A change in the region's transfer system may
result in a decrease in materials recovery. Adding materials recovery requirements to private transfer
station permits will provide no assurance of performance levels at private stations. MRF's in general
have never met their required material recovery goals set by Metro. Even with permit requirements,
Metro would again have an additional cost of monitoring recovery performance.
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Transportation

Metro's transfer stations are located in areas were there is minimal disruption to local road systems.
Having limited destinations limits large long-haul trucks to designated areas in the Metropolitan area.
The Metro contractor also cleans up roadside debris in areas around the existing station.
Additionally, Metro's long hours of operation allows for traffic to be spread throughout the day.

Metro owned transfer stations use high compaction densifiers to load long-haul trucks that transport
waste to the landfilL Should private transfer stations load trucks without densifiers, more loads with
a lighter payload will travel through the Columbia River Gorge Scenic Area. We estimate a minimum
15% increase in the number ofloads to haul the same amount of tonnage currently sent to Arlington

Ultimately, cost must be the overriding factor in deciding how to move forward with private transfer
facilities. It is much more difficult to make changes to an existing system with long term contracts
in place than it is to design a new one. 8F! recognizes that Metro simply cannot ignore its capital
investment in its transfer stations, or its long term contractual commitments.

While there may be some efficiencies to be achieved in certain areas of the region, Metro must
carefully consider any changes that would benefit one group of rate payers while causing another
group to see increased rates. In its role as the manager of the Region's solid waste disposal system,
it is incumbent upon Metro to continue to look at the bigger picture, while balancing the often
competing needs of the many players in the field. As part of its cost analysis, Metro must carefully
evaluate the cost related impact to all its rate payers.

BFl would like to encourage Metro to include a broader audience in the discussion of the future of
Metro's transfer system. The potential implications to Metro and its rate payers are enormous. A
careful and complete analysis must be undertaken to insure the best outcome for the residents and
businesses of the region

We look forward to future discussions regarding this topic. Should you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to call me at 226-6161

fL:Q1M-·
Thomas Wyatt ~
District Vice President
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Staff Report

Metro SWAC Work Session on Facilities
Session 2: July 1997

Date: July 16, 1997 Presented by: Bruce Warner

The June work session on facilities will be continued at the July SWAG. Materials from
the June SWAG are not replicated in this Staff Report for JUly.

At the June work session, Metro staff answered SWAG's questions on Metro's disposal
contract with Oregon Waste Systems, the transport contract with Jack Gray Transport,
and Metro's Designated Facilities and Designated Facility Agreements. This discussion
raised new questions. Some of these new questions are answered in this staff report.
The others will be answered by Metro staff at the July meeting.

At the June work session, Metro staff also introduced some basic "bottom lines," or
system objectives, that Metro views as necessary for system oversight and
management. This discussion was not completed in June, and will begin where we left
off. The "bottom lines" are policies that Metro's regulatory instruments are intended to
implement or protecl.

The discussion agenda for the July work session is:

Discussion Agenda

1. To answer questions raised at the June SWAG meeting.

2. To continue discussion on the basic "bottom lines," or system objectives, that
Metro views as necessary for system oversight and management. Discussion
will begin with Metro staff addressing the following:

a) Glarify that the "bottom line" costs and benefits refer to system effects, not
just the impact on Metro's rates and revenues

b) Present more information, as requested by SWAG, on Metro revenues and
effects on the tip fee if tonnage is diverted from Metro transfer stations.

3. To begin discussion on the best way to implement the RSWMP amendments
recommended by SWAG in a manner that meets the "bottom lines."

SWAG and REM staff agreed to discuss these issues through the July SWAG meeting,
and seek closure by the August SWAG meeting.

SWAG members are encouraged to bring their copies of Metro's Staff Report from the
June meeting, as we wiil continue the discussion where we left off. Materials from the

June SWAG are not replicated in this Staff Report for July.



Questions Raised at Metro SWAC June 18, 1997

The Base for the 90% Flow Guarantee

What's included in the "size of the pie" before you figure the 90%; that is, how do
you calculate the amount to which the 90% is applied? A lot of non-putrescible
waste now goes through the transfer stations, Does that count? Do things that
don't go through transfer stations count as tons delivered for the 90% guarantee;
for example, industrial waste, auto fluff, and direct haul from a reload? [Question
raised by Tom Miller and other SWAC members}

Response

The "whole pie" is the waste that is generated in the Metro area and delivered to general
purpose landfills (excluding certain specific types of waste-see next paragraph). To
answer SWAC's question, the operative phrase is "delivered to general purpose
landfills," Thus, if dry waste is delivered to a transfer station, then that dry waste (net of
recovered materials) counts toward the 90% because it will be ultimately disposed at
Columbia Ridge or Riverbend (general purpose landfills). If, however, the dry waste is
delivered to a MRF, Hillsboro or Grabhorn, it does not count toward the 90% because
none of these facilities are general purpose landfills.

Metro's contract excludes certain specific types of waste from counting toward the
"whole pie." Examples:

• liquid waste
• sludge
• waste from an industrial process
• certain hazardous materiais
• residue or debris from the cleanup of a chemical spill
• contaminated soil

Several of these wastes are currently hauled directly to Columbia Ridge Landfill, and do
not count toward the 90%. These include auto fluff and petroleum contaminated soil.

As explained at the June SWAC, Metro is obligated to deliver (and to continue to make
"good faith efforts" to deliver) putrescible waste to Columbia Ridge Landfill. As Metro
staff has indicated at the iast two SWAC work sessions, one of the things we are trying
to work out is the implication of implementing SWAC's RSWMP amendments on
reloads. It is Metro's expectation that mixed putrescible waste directly hauled from
Metro area reloads to Columbia Ridge would count toward the 90%.
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Questions Raised at Metro SWAC June 18, 1997

The Tiered Disposal Schedule
(Change Order #7 Rate Schedule)

Where are we now on the tiered rate schedule? If waste counts toward the 90%
does it count toward the lower rates, and vice versa? [Sue KeN]

Response

Metro's tiered rate schedule has a fixed rate for the first 550,000 tons, a substantially
reduced rate for the next 42,500 tons, and a rate that declines approximately 501t per ton
for the next 5 "steps" of 42,500 tons-after which the rate levels out. The schedule is
shown in the table below.

Disposal Rates Per Ton
Metro-OW5 Disposat Contract

RaterTon
FY 96-97 FY 97-98 For deliveries between

$27.25 $27.72 0 and 550,000 tons per year
$10.00 $10.17 550,001 and 592,500 tons per year

$9.50 $9.66 592,501 and 635,000 tons per year
$9.00 $9.15 635,001 and 677,500 tons per year
$8.50 $8.64 677,501 and 720,000 tons per year
$8.00 $8.14 720,001 and 762,500 tons per year
$7.50 $7.63 762,501 and over

The FY 1997-98 rates reffecl a 1.7% inflationary increase over the rates for FY 1996-97.

Last fiscal year (FY 1996-97), Metro delivered 679,222 tons to Columbia Ridge Landfill.
Metro's FY 1997-98 Adopted Budget assumes delivery of almost exactly the same
tonnage during the current fiscal year. (Despite regional growth, the expected delivery
to Columbia Ridge grows slowly due to diversion by new MRFs and other factors.)
Metro's total cost and average costs are for these two years are shown in the next table.

Average Disposal Rate per Ton

Fiscal Year
1996-97
1997-98

Tonnaae Disaosal Cost
679,222 $16,213,387
679,339 $16,487,782

Averaae RaterTon
$23.87
$24.27

Note: FY 1997-98 tonnage projection per Metro's Adopted BUdget

Average disposal rates over a wide range of tonnage is shown on a graph on the last
page of this staff report.
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The tiered rate schedule and the 90% flow guarantee are not directly linked in the OWS
contract. However, waste that is delivered to satisfy the flow guarantee, including all
mixed putrescible waste, would count toward the cumulative tonnage in the tiered
schedule.

Questions Raised at Metro SWAC June 18, 1997
Metro Designated Facilities

The contracts with OWS and JGT are business arrangements, but the contracts
with designated facilities are more like policy instruments. If Columbia Ridge is
willing to accept direct-hauled putrescibles, then allowing this under the
Designated Facility Agreements (DFAs) is a policy question. What are the policies
driving the changes? [David White]

Response

Metro staff intends that the content the DFAs-and implications of changing them-be
part of the discussion at the July and August work sessions. Metro's "bottom lines" are
the policies that the DFAs (and Metro's other regulatory instruments) are intended to
implement or protect.
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Discussion at Metro SWAC June 18, 1997

Metro's "Bottom Lines"

Metro's "Bottom Lines," introduced at the June SWAG, are the basic system objectives
that Metro views as necessary for system oversight and management. This discussion
was not completed in June, and we will begin in July where we left off.

Upon reviewing SWAG's discussion at the June work session, it seems that there was
some confusion about the meaning of the two Bottom Lines #3.a and #3.b relating to
effects on regional ratepayers. The discussion proceeded as if the costs and'effects on
ratepayers related solely to Metro's costs and Metro's tip fees. This is not REM's
intention. These bottom lines refer to system costs and benefits-not simply Metro's
costs and revenues.

Metro's "Bottom Lines"
From the June SWAC Work Session

1. State and Metro Charter mandates for which REM is accountable, including:

a) Recycling and recovery rates

b) Operation of the disposal system

c) Household hazardous waste program

2. RSWMP goals, objectives and principles, including:

a) Recycling and recovery goals and rates

b) Emphasize the solid waste management hierarchy (reduce, reuse, recycie)

c) Preference for source-separated recyciing over post-collection recovery

d) Facility goals and objectives (regional balance, uniform disposal rate, cost
effectiveness, environmentally sound, public acceptability)

3. Effect on regional ratepayers

a) Reloads should demonstrate a net system benefit, or at worst, a neutral impact

b) Reloads should not benefit one group of ratepayers at the expense of another.

4. Metro's obligations:

a) To holders of bonded indebtedness

b) To the credit rating of the agency and the region

c) Contractual obligations for transfer, transport, and disposal

d) To the health, safety, and welfare of the region's citizens

This list is scheduled for continued discussion at the July SWAG work session. REM
seeks SWAC's concurrence in these "bottom lines"
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Annual Tonnage to Columbia Ridge Landfill
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Impact of Reloads on FY1997-98
Metro Tipping Fee

All Tons Included
Under Oregon Waste

Systems Contract
Regional Regional

Reload Tons User Fee User Fee +
Only Metro User

Fee

100,000 Tons +$1.34 $0.00

200,000 Tons +$3.35 +$0.32

300,000 Tons +$8.43 +$2.81

Summary of Payments by Reloads

Regional User Fee $15.00 $15.00
Metro User Fee (Fixed Costs) $7.99

Disposal Fee $25.10 $25.10
DEQI Enhancement $1.67 $1.67

Total Payments $41.77 $49.76

Notes:
1. Excise tax of 8.5% is included in all fees except DEQ/Enhancement.
2. A surcharge may be required on disposal cost if special handling is

required at the landfill.



Potential Tonnage Diverted
From

Metro Transfer Stations to Reloads

Tonnage
Facility Cumulative

Pride Disposal

WRI

TDKlWMO

ERI

Miller/Citistics

Gresham Sanitary

Hillsboro Sanitary
sharelwatkl"mpaet.tbl

18,000

30,000

50,000

100,000

12,000

17,000

20,000

18,000

48,000

98,000

198,000

210,000

227,000

247,000


